RVDAILY
Yep it’s hot! Thankfully the vehicle
makes a good shade screen
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Unless you’re still stuck in winter hibernation mode,
summer has well and truly hit with a vengeance in
many parts of Australia. And while this time of year
is perfect to hit the road, nobody wants to travel like
a melted snowman. But there’s many things you can
do to help make travelling more bearable, so let’s
start by looking at your tow tug.
It doesn’t matter what you’re towing, things are
really going to heat up (both inside and out), when
the mercury rises. So a good starting point is to
have a well maintained and reliable vehicle which
is serviced regularly. But make sure the service
also includes a check of your air-conditioning and
cooling system, and don’t leave it to the last minute
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CLICK HERE TO GET A FEW TIPS ON
KEEPING COOL WHILE ON THE ROAD

for that service. Allow plenty of time before taking
it a very unpleasant trip if it’s a hot day and all the
air-conditioner does is blow hot air.
While it may not be possible to avoid driving
completely in hot weather, there’s no reason why
you can’t hitch up the night before to get away early
the following morning. Your neighbours will love the
fact you haven’t woken them at 4.30am to hitch up
and take off before the sun rises, and it allows you
to get a full good night’s sleep before taking off.
And if push comes to shove, you could drive for a
while after sunset as temperatures begin to drop if
you’ve got a good set of driving lights.
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The tinnie keeps the roof cool while
the solar shades prevent the sun
entering through the window

We’ve also found our platform roof rack works
well for reducing heat while travelling as it keeps
the sun off the vehicle even when it’s not loaded.
glass areas once we’ve stopped is another cooling
technique we use, as this too can make a big
difference to inside temperatures. Then by simply
leaving some windows open slightly, any heat is
able to escape.
But there’s plenty of things to help prepare your
RV for the hotter weather too. Appliances such as
air-conditioners and refrigerators all work harder in
the heat, so it’s natural you’re going to want them
working at peak performance. Minor maintenance
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as a DIY job, but it’s best to get professionals to do a
major service to ensure all components are in good
working order and fully charged with the right liquids.
paramount to keep it cooler, so if you’re in the
market for a new RV, smart colour choice, use
aftermarket coatings all help. Surprisingly, correctly
mounted rooftop solar panels create an insulating
ceiling effect by keeping the sun’s rays off the RV’s
roof surface, and keep rooftop hatches open to
assist with letting out heat. Nobody wants to be
sitting in an oven on wheels!
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1.
Giving the vehicle a
summer service
2.
Air conditioning via
a squirty bottle
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When an RV’s insulation is generally limited to
sarking materials and lightweight foams, it’s unlike
buildings that can be loaded with thick insulating
it heats up comes down to how you travel and
where you set up.
ventilation captures breezes and will allow air
capabilities for windows and hatches, and dark tints
help keep the sun out. Newer styles of windows
have inbuilt shades that can be pulled up, but
adding blockout-style curtains in older RVs can
also be effective.

OPENING LARGE WINDOWS
FOR CROSSFLOW
VENTILATION CAPTURES

BREEZES

Cover your vehicle’s windows any way you can as it all helps
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Where you park your rig can have a bearing on
summer heat. While we’d all like a perfect summer
times. With vehicles and RVs all differing, determine
which direction is the best to park for your own
circumstances. The key is to minimise the amount of
time your RV’s walls are in direct sun during the day.
It’s natural to position your rig in as much shade that
you can grab, so this is where portable solar panels/
blankets with leads that can run out into the facing sun
for recharging house batteries are useful. Keep the sun
off your RV side walls by using awnings, and add a sail
track on the off side where you can slide in an awning
screen wall or a tarp of sorts.

Don’t just
take our
word for it!
ims Process
See What Darryl Thought Of Our Cla
“‘Stop, stop, stop!’ I heard over the UHF,
as the coolant drained out of My brand
new, sub 2000km, Prado...”
READ THE FULL
TESTIMONIAL
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Insurance issued by The Hollard Insurance Company Pty Ltd, AFSL
241436 (Hollard). Club4x4 is an authorised representative of Hollard, AR
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Park your RV to minimise the sun’s
direct rays hitting your van’s walls

Videos
Learn more
Contact Kelly Campers
Read the Glenrowan II review

Learn More
More reviews

Read the XC-1 review

KELLYCAMPERS.COM.AU
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Now while you have access to 240V power
and your RV is equipped with a refrigerationstyle air-conditioner, keep your RV closed and
windows/hatches covered to prevent the cool air
from escaping. However, if you’re camping and
without power, then try to achieve the opposite.
Have everything open to keep air circulating –
using 12V fans or even a 12V-style evaporative
air-conditioner can be very effective. Whether it’s
it doesn’t matter. It’s simply the cool moving air
you’re after. Canvas-style RVs heat up quickly, but
they’ll also cool down quicker, as they can easily
be opened up to let the hot trapped air escape.
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There are times when the view isn’t as
important as being comfortable

additional canvas above the tent structure to create
a ceiling gap which keeps the direct sun rays off
the tent. This is called a tropical roof, which some
manufacturers’ build into their designs, but you
can easily make your own using poles, a piece of
canvas and some guy ropes pegged out over your
campsite area.
Let’s say you’ve managed to jag that perfect
campsite near water, so it goes without saying you’ll
naturally want to be under shade. But if you’re
booking a site in a caravan park, aim to book well
in advance and use Google Map imagery to try and
pick a shady site when making your booking.
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When there’s no shade around you
just got to make your own
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4
3.
Portable 12v fans
are the go for
air circulation

But how do you keep yourself cool? We’ve always
found it doesn’t matter where we travel to, we

water on hand. Misting the surrounding air is an
effective way to help keep cool, and simply giving
4.
yourself (or your partner/kids/pets) a squirt now
Dogs that are old, and then can do the trick. Get a good night’s sleep
short-nosed and by cooling your bedding down with a mist or two,
obese are at greater and combining damp sheets and a 12V fan blowing
risk of heat stroke directly on you can work wonders.
And we’ve all heard the advice to keep well
hydrated, so H2O is the go. While alcoholic drinks
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are cool at the time when consumed, they’ll heat
the blood and increase your body heat. If you’re not
a fan of drinking plain water, add a dash of citrus to
help quench your thirst. Dress sun smart for outdoor
activities, so with a hat and the simple addition of
a wet bandana tied around your neck, it can help
prevent sunstroke and dehydration. We also travel
with water based ice blocks – they’re cheap and
effective, and a real crowd pleaser when we camp.
With more and more people travelling with pets,
they too can feel the heat. Small things like ice in
their drinking bowls helps them stay cooler, and ice
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Wraparound
vehicle awnings
can provide much
needed shade
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A windscreen
reflector makes a big
difference to inside
temperatures

‘bricks’ containing some food treats is another
way to help keep them entertained and cooler
on hot days. Allow pets as much space and
moving air inside your vehicle as reasonably
possible, and redirect vents so the cool air
reaches them as well. Having them stay well
hydrated may mean stopping more frequently
than you otherwise would so they can refuel
with a cool drink, and wet towels, a damp
sponge, and damp bedding help too. And it
goes without saying to keep them in the shade.
As a rule of thumb – if the ground is too hot
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Traveller Caravans Pty Ltd
134 Metrolink Circuit, Campbellfield, VIC, 3061

03 9303 7499

DEALERS
Caravan & Camper
Mega Store
6 Todd Street
Bellevue WA 6056
08 9250 1755
www.caravancampermegastore.com.au

Northland Caravans
326 Main North Road
Blair Athol SA 5084
08 8344 1335

www.northlandcaravans.com.au

Tocumwal Caravans
41-43 Dean Street
(Newell Highway)
Tocumwal NSW 2714
03 5874 2070

www.tocumwalcaravans.com.au

Tullmack Caravans
77-79 Bruce Highway
West Mackay QLD 4740
07 4952 3274

